Wireless Internet Alarm Systems

Cloud Connectivity

Wi-Fi Enabled

Remote Monitoring

GT Plus is fully Cloud enabled,
enabling installers and users
to access the full range of
RISCO products and services.

Communication options
include Wi-Fi and multisocket 2G/3G allowing you
to customise to the specific
needs of the application.
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Designed with ease of use in mind
GT Plus is a powerful and flexible hybrid wired and wireless system, featuring an advanced
scalable control panel for any type of application - residential, small business or commercial,
with maximum flexibility, up to 512 zones.
The GT range now comes with the addition of Cloud and Wi-Fi, giving total flexibilty and remote
access to your alarm system.

Remote Configuration and Diagnostics
GT Plus can be controlled, configured and diagnosed by RISCO Group’s
field proven Configuration Software (CS). The CS enables your installer
to remotely configure and manage your installed RISCO Group systems,
perform automated batch operations on selected groups of panels and
more.

Powered by the RISCO Cloud
RISCO’s Cloud based solution enables users the best future proof security
system. This can be integrated with added value products and services
such as indoor and outdoor visual verification, video monitoring and
recording, video doorbell and smart home – allowing users to control their
security, video and automation from one interface, saving precious time
and enabling the right decisions to be taken in real time.

Communication Options including Wi-Fi
GT Plus has a complete choice of communication modules such as multisocket IP, multi-socket 3G and Wi-Fi. Whether your installation requires
simultaneous communication with multiple destinations to ensure the full
redundancy and resiliency or a quick installation with Wi-Fi module, you
can customise your solution to the specific need of the application.

Indoor & Outdoor Visual Verification
Real time event verification, delivered by indoor and
outdoor integrated camera detectors, providing a series
of high resolution, full colour images and a short clip
directly to your smartphone app or monitoring stations,
allowing you to verify the nature of the alarm and act
accordingly.

Wide range of wired and wireless detectors
A complete range of professional wired and wireless detectors for both the Grade 2 and
Grade 3 security levels. RISCO Group’s unique detection technologies offer superior detection
performance, reliability and false alarm immunity in even the most challenging indoor and
outdoor environments.
Our detectors are also available as Bus models, providing a unrivaled benefit of remote diagnostics
and configuration, saving you fault finding and maintenance time.

Smart Touchscreen Keypad
The RisControl Smart Touchscreen Keypad is a
responsive and high resolution 8” touchscreen keypad
with an intuitive, easy to navigate user interface and
the look and feel of a Smartphone App.
It allows users to utilise all keypad functionalities as well
as the RISCO Cloud functions such as controlling the
alarm and video monitoring, from one customisable
interface.

TO SEE A LIVE DEMONSTRATION VISIT:
129 AVON ROAD, UPMINSTER, ESSEX RM14 1RQ

WHAT WE HAVE HERE IS:

An alarm control panel that can be simple to turn the alarm on and off from a digital
keypad, tag or fob.
This is for the customer that just wants to use the alarm as an alarm with no
additions. (Upgrades available at any time should the need arise). Can support wired
or wireless detectors. Or as a mix of both. Supports renewal of old alarm panels with
wired detectors with the addition of some wireless detectors. Extremely flexible.

WITH ADVANCEMENTS WE HAVE:

An alarm control panel that can be advanced to have some or all of the available
Upgrades a list of which are shown below.
Cloud connectivity allowing full control of the alarm and any cameras fitted
Via the Risco APP.
Integrated CCTV on the same APP as the Alarm.
Communicated to Police Using various types of signaling with real time indoor
and outdoor visual verification.
Touch Screen Smart keypad that can display CCTV pictures as well as control all
aspects of the alarm.

FULL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION UPON REQUEST.

FOR A FULL WORKING DEMONSTRATION,
VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

UPMINSTER SECURITY CENTRE
129 AVON ROAD, UPMINSTER
ESSEX RM14 1RQ. Telephone: 01708 226385.
FREE SURVEY OF YOUR PROPERTY AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

